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NDP public engagement February 2020 v1.0 

Introduction 
Following the initial launch of the Neighbourhood Development Plan  (NDP) process in November 

2019, Walford NDP steering Group hosted two events, one at Walford Village Hall and the second at 

Bishopswood Village Hall engaging the public on their views about certain aspects that the NDP 

could contain.  The drop-in sessions ran from 10am to 2:00pm on Saturdays 22nd and 29th February 

with the opportunity to email the Steering Group should they have any further comments. 

The events set out the introduction to the NDP, the draft vison and objectives, then went into more 

detail under the objectives grouped into themes.  Participants were asked how much they agreed 

with the draft vision and objectives by sticking dots in the relevant column and add their comments 

on post it notes where appropriate. There were 20 questions in all. 

Results 
In total 140 attended across the two events (90 at Walford and 50 at Bishopswood).  A full list of 

comments can be found in Appendix 1 (Page 18). 

 

Vision and objectives 
Vision:  

“By 2031 the unique landscape character and settlement pattern of Walford Parish will be enhanced 

through small scale, sustainable development that meets the needs and desires of our community 

today and for future generations". 

Q1. Do you wish to add to, or amend the proposed vision? 
There were 8 comments given from residents visiting Bishopswood Village Hall, however four of 

then were specifically about site 15, a development of 17 houses at the top of Bulls Hill. Two 

mentioned the availability of public transport, including dial-a-ride, and access to amenities.  

Another comment was about developing criteria for new developments (over 5 dwellings) including 

drainage and access to community facilities. 

Q1 Recommendation: No amendments to the vision  
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Q2. How important are the following aspects within the vision we have set for the 

Neighbourhood Plan?  
In total across the two venues, there were 484 views (number of dots) about the aspects within the 

vision, with the strongest feeling shown towards  ‘Any necessary development will have been 

undertaken in ways that conserve, restore or enhance the character and features of our landscape, 

our settlements, our wildlife and habitats and our cultural heritage, especially within the Wye Valley 

AONB’. 

 

The other aspects of the vision that received the largest support were: 

• New development, in all its forms, will have been designed to a high standard that reflects the 

quality and character of the parish’s landscape, natural environment and cultural heritage. 

• We will have maximised our contributions to mitigating climate change, reducing pollution, 

maximising sustainable food production, and safeguarding soils.   

• New development will have been accommodated within the capacity of local infrastructure with 

a high priority given to road safety, especially for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

Q2 Recommendations:  

No aspects should be removed from the vision. 

Development should be mindful of the current features of Walford Parish and its AONB status. 

A contribution to mitigating climate change should be included. 

Local infrastructure should be part of the discussion when developments are proposed, including 

road safety.  
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Environmental Objective 
 

To ensure that development contributes positively the Walford Parish’s environment through:  

• Conserving, and where possible, enhancing its landscape character, views, features and tranquillity, 

especially within the Wye Valley AONB where its inherent qualities as a nationally important 

landscape should be retained, restored and not despoiled.  

• Protecting its national and international important wildlife sites and increasing the quality and 

quantity of the natural environment through adding to the overall extent of its wildlife features, 

especially those that will enhance its network of habitats and sites.  

• Promoting measures that will reduce the contributors to climate change and also those that would 

mitigate the consequences of the growth which must be accommodated.  

• Preserving the character, landscape and natural settings of the settlements of Walford, Howle Hill 

and Bishopswood, in particular by maintaining the landscape gap that separates Walford (Coughton) 

from Ross-on-Wye.  

• Retaining the extent of its historic environment by protecting and enhancing the significance of 

important heritage assets, including those of local interest.  

• Ensuring the location of development does not result in pollution that would adversely affect the 

health of residents or the natural environment, including in combination with other uses in the 

vicinity.  

• Retaining high quality agricultural land.  

• Protecting existing and future development from the effects of flooding, including from storm 

water. 

Q3 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Environmental objective? 
There were 22 comments received.  The most common priority residents were commenting on was 

about making provision for flooding and not building on flood plains.  This was closely followed by 

issues around drainage and sewerage, with any new development thoughtful provision needs to be 

made as part of any decisions. 

Other issues that could be priorities within this objective were safe road access, HGVs through the 

village, planting of trees and the current ANOB status being maintained. 

Q3 Recommendations:  

Ensure flooding and sewerage have suitably high priority within this objective 

Other issues to consider include safe road access, HGVs through the village, planting of trees and 

the current AONB status being maintained. 

 

Q4 What specific environmental features or buildings within the Parish do you feel should 

receive ‘special consideration’ within the NDP? 
There was only one comment for this question. 

“Retain old Lime Kilns” 
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Q5 How important are the following elements? 
In total across the two venues, there were 273 views (number of dots) about the aspects within the 

environmental objective, with the strongest feeling shown towards  ‘Conserving, and where possible, 

enhancing its landscape character, views, features and tranquillity, especially within the Wye Valley 

AONB where its inherent qualities as a nationally important landscape should be retained, restored 

and not despoiled’. 

The rest of the elements were fairly well supported.  There were two additional comments 

surrounding whether this was specifically for existing development or new. 

 

 

Q5 Recommendations:  

In general, all the elements were agreed with, however a priority of this objective should be 

around conserving and enhancing the landscape character, views, features and tranquillity.   
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Community Objective 
To meet as many of the community’s needs for services and facilities as possible and promote a 

sense of community spirit by:  

• Supporting measures aimed at retaining Walford and Bishopswood village halls, St Michael’s 
Church, All Saint’s Church, Inn on the Wye Public House and Walford Primary School.  

• Enabling the development of these facilities to enhance provision and their expansion as hubs for 
activities within the community.  

• Supporting proposals for new facilities to meet the health and wellbeing needs of the Parish if and 
when any arise.  

• Protecting sports and recreational activities for all ages, including public rights of way.  

• Promoting informal recreation activities for the whole community based upon access to the 
countryside and promoting walking and cycling.  

• Requiring housing developments to make provision for public open space and/or appropriate 
garden space to meet the recreational and leisure needs of residents.  

• Promoting the improvement of public and/or community transport facilities and solutions that 
would increase access to facilities that cannot be provided within the Parish and enable more 
transport choice.  

• Ensuring developments are designed to provide environments that feel safe and where community 
cohesion and spirit is actively encouraged.  

• Ensuring the needs of elderly people, especially the very elderly, and people with disabilities are 
met fully. 
 

Q6 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Community objective? 
 

There were 11 comments about the community objective.  Four were about creating safe footpaths 

and cycle paths, potentially making use of the old railway line.  Two other elements that were raised 

were about having two village halls, was this too many and could the land be used for housing 

instead and the other point was in support of creating a village core. 

Q6 Recommendations:  

Ensure safe footpaths and cycle paths are considered. 

Identify if and how a village core could be created. 

There were comments received about whether two villages hall were necessary.  This was 

acknowledged however this would not be relevant to look at in terms of housing development 

sites at this time. 

 
 

Q7 Do you have any ideas about how to make better use of existing facilities?  Or have a 

request for a new facility that would benefit the community? 
 

There were 23 comments about existing and new facilities.  A pub and shop were both popular 

suggestions, potentially run by the ‘community’ (7 and 6 comments respectively).  Also, there were 

several comments (5) about having two village halls and were these both needed?  Linking up areas 

such as Walford to Ross, Kerne Bridge and Symonds Yat by footpaths and cycle paths, potentially 
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making use of the old railway line were mentioned again.  Another suggestion was to have a book 

exchange in the old telephone box. 

Q7 Recommendations:  

A pub and shop were supported. 

There were comments received about whether two villages hall were necessary.  This was 

acknowledged however this would not be relevant to look at in terms of housing development 

sites at this time. 

Better linking up of footpaths and cycle paths. 

Q8 How important are the following elements of the Community Objective? 
The two most supported elements were: 

• Supporting measures aimed at retaining Walford and Bishopswood village halls, St Michael’s and 

All Saints Churches, the public house and Walford Primary School. 

• Protecting sports and recreational activities for all ages, including public rights of way.  

However, the first bullet point contradicts comments received in previous questions in the 

consultation where residents did not feel the need for two village halls.  This may have been the 

broad nature of this question.  Therefore, more specific feedback on each of the facilities would be 

useful.  

 

There was general support for: 

• Promoting the improvement of public and/or community transport facilities and solutions that 

would increase access to facilities that cannot be provided within the Parish and enable more 

transport choice.  

Which is supported by comments in previous questions – improvements to transport. And… 

• Promoting informal recreation activities for the whole community based upon access to the 

countryside and promoting walking and cycling.  

• Ensuring the development needs of people with disabilities are met fully.    
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This question also received a number of ‘Not Important’ responses.  Particularly around: 

• Supporting measures aimed at retaining Walford and Bishopswood village halls, St Michael’s and 

All Saints Churches, the public house and Walford Primary School. 

• Requiring housing developments to make provision for public open space and/or appropriate 

garden space to meet the recreational and leisure needs of residents.  

• Enabling the development of these facilities to enhance provision and their expansion as hubs 

for activities within the community. 

• Supporting proposals for new facilities to meet the health and wellbeing needs of the Parish if 

and when any arise. 

 

 

There were three other comments, mainly relating to no development, or limited in the ANOB and 

not on a specific flood plain. 

 

Q8 Recommendations:  

Support was shown for protecting sports and recreational facilities including public rights of way. 

Ensuring the development needs of people with disabilities are met fully was supported. 

Improvements in transport facilities and connections was supported. 
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Housing Objective 
To accommodate the required level of proportional housing growth in a way that meets the needs of 

the Parish and comprises sensitive and sustainable forms of development. This will be through:  

• Locating most dwellings within or adjacent to the built-up area of Walford (Coughton) as well as 

some proportionate development in Bishopswood and Howle Hill, taking into account their character, 

nature and any constraints.  

• Ensuring mixtures of dwelling types and sizes to meet local needs, e.g. starter homes for young 

people, family housing and self-build opportunities.  

• Meeting the housing needs of elderly people, including the very elderly, through mobility, sheltered 

and other specialist forms of housing.  

• Requiring high quality site layouts, building design and landscaping that reflect local densities, 

character and distinctiveness; protect landscape character, especially within the Wye Valley AONB, 

and incorporate modern services and facilities.  

• Incorporating sustainable design features, in particular, achieving the highest level of carbon 

neutrality and water conservation. 

 

Q9 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Housing objective? 
There were 17 comments that vary widely in terms of their content.  Four are around the 

importance of good road access, with two specifically pointing out one potential site with poor 

access (Bulls Hill/Cherry Tree Lane) with the other two about generally road infrastructure needing 

improving and any new access should not disrupt the current road network. 

Three comments were trying to ensure any new development had good public transport links for 

those who need it.  Another three comments were suggesting flood plains should not be built on.  

Then there were a couple of comment each around: 

• A need for a village core/nucleus 

• More community facilities 

• New houses being dispersed through the hamlets in the parish. 

 

Q9 Recommendations:  

In general, there is support for the Housing objectives. Road access and public transport are 

important when looking at development sites. Not building on flood plains was added. 

There would be some support for creating a village core with facilities in walking distance, equally 

spreading development throughout the hamlets. 

 

Q10 How important are the following elements of the Housing Objective? 
There were 273 views obtained for this question.  There was strong support for locating most 

dwellings in and around built up areas such as Walford, Bishopswood and Howle Hill.  Also strong 

support for Requiring high quality site layouts, and landscaping that reflect local densities, character 

and distinctiveness; protect landscape character, especially within the Wye Valley AONB, and 

incorporate modern services and facilities. 

Following this the next highest feature with support was around incorporating sustainable design 

features into developments. 
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However, the look and design and the mix of dwelling types were also supported just to a lesser 

extent. 

 

 

Q10 Recommendations:  

All the elements of the objective were supported. 

Support development within or adjacent to built up areas of Walford, Bishopswood and Howle 

Hill, but with high quality site layouts. 

Incorporate sustainable design features to new developments. 

 

 

Q11 How important do you feel the use of the following criteria are when judging whether a 

site might be developed or for choosing between sites? 
There were 451 views shared about the criteria for judging whether a site might be developed or to 

choose between sites.  All of the criteria saw higher levels agreement as opposed to disagreement. 

Not building on flood plains and access for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists were the two criteria 

that came out with the most support.  This very much tallies with the comments and views shared 

up to this point. 

Following on from this the next highest priorities were about protecting greenfield sites and sites 

fitting into the settlement and landscape.  Appropriate services such as sewerage and electricity, not 

adversely affecting wildlife and then lastly the development should not result in or be affected by 

pollution. 

 

There were seven additional comments but mostly with the same feel for the options suggested, not 

building on flood plains, good vehicle access, cycle paths, sewerage services.  There was one 

question as to why brownfield sites were protected? 
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If you wanted to rank these criteria based on residents’ views, they would be orders as follows: 

Table 1. Ranked Criterion 

Number 
of Very 

Important 
and 

Important 
responses 

6. Sites should not flood, or increase run off to cause other properties to flood – this would 
include from storm water as well as from rivers and streams. 79 

7. Vehicular access and the capacity of the highway network should be adequate for the 
development and footpaths should be retained – this might include achieving benefits such as the 
provision of additional footpaths/cycle paths or public rights of way. 73 

3. Protecting greenfield sites where possible and agricultural land – brownfield sites, if there are 
any in appropriate locations should be preferred. 65 

5. Appropriate services should be available – such as sewerage, water supply, electricity and 
telecommunications.  60 

1. Sites should fit sensitively into the settlement concerned and wider landscape – this would 
include the landscape and setting surrounding our settlements, their form, and the wider 
landscape. 58 

2. Development should not adversely affect historic or wildlife sites - this may also include 
seeking benefits such as enhancing the settings of important buildings or adding to the network 
of wildlife sites within the Parish. 58 

4. Development should not result in or be affected by pollution – in terms of noise, light, smell or 
other effects upon local and residential amenity. 56 

 

 

 

Q11 Recommendations:  

Include all criterion suggested. Rank it as shown in Table 1. 
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Q12 Are there other criteria we might use? 

There were 21 number of comments with over half of them being about the road access to 

development sites on top of a hill, specifically Bulls Hill.  Residents felt that additional traffic on a 

steep narrow road, with blind corners was not suitable for additional traffic.  Other concerns about 

this particular site was about sewerage and power cuts.   

Another site that suggested was the site that is currently utilised by Walford Village Hall.  There is 

some suggestion that the site is suitable due to good road access and access to facilities, and two 

village halls are not needed.  However, there was also some strong opposition to building behind the 

village hall with particular concerns raised about the impact on flooding on current houses on, 

around and below that site.  Other issues with that site are the spring and ancient trees. 

Other comments support previous such as flooding concerns, drainage and design of the 

development. 

Q12 Recommendations:  

There was a suggested additional criterion about road access on narrow steep road with blind 

corners. 

Otherwise there was support for criteria around flooding, drainage/sewerage and design of the 

development. 
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Business Objective 
To support development proposals for local businesses where these reflect the nature and scale of 

the Parish, in particular farm diversification, tourism and working from home through:  

• Promoting proposals for the conversion of rural buildings to employment uses where these fit into 

the local environment and the capacity of the local road network.  

• Retaining those local businesses operating in appropriate locations, supporting extensions where 

these can be achieved without adversely affecting the landscape and residential amenity.  

• Enabling farm diversification where this does not harm the character and appearance of the Parish 

and the Wye Valley AONB, paying particular regard to scale and location.  

• Facilitating working from home in particular by seeking modern infrastructure and appropriate 

layouts within new developments.  

• Enabling the development of the tourism sector where this fits sensitively into the landscape and 

general environment of the Wye Valley AONB;  

• Supporting small rural craft-style workshops where residential amenity can be protected. 

 

Q13 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Business objective? 
There were only three comments here, one in broad agreement., another suggesting unused rural 

buildings as houses and a third which felt that polytunnels did reflect the character of an ANOB. 

 

Q14 How important are the following elements of the Business Objective? 
There were 220 views shared about the business objectives, with a general agreement with all the 

objectives. 

 

Q14 How important are the following elements 
of the Business Objective? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box 
Very 
Important Important 

Not 
Important 

No 
Opinion 

Promoting proposals for the conversion of rural buildings to 
employment uses where these fit into the local environment and 
the capacity of the local road network. 14 17 4 0 

Retaining those local businesses operating in appropriate 
locations, supporting extensions where these can be achieved 
without adversely affecting the landscape and residential amenity.   24 15 0 0 

Enabling farm diversification where this does not harm the 
character and appearance of the Parish and the Wye Valley AONB, 
paying particular regard to scale and location. 19 16 0 1 

Facilitating working from home in particular by seeking modern 
infrastructure and appropriate layouts within new developments.  14 17 3 0 

Enabling the development of the tourism sector where this fits 
sensitively into the landscape and general environment of the Wye 
Valley AONB; 19 14 1 0 

Supporting small rural craft-style workshops where residential 
amenity can be protected. 20 18 2 2 

 

Q13 & 14 Recommendations:  

No change to the objectives.  Although there was much less feedback and comments about this 

objective overall compared to the others.  Decide on the level of policies within the NDP? 
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Infrastructure Objective 
To ensure development within the Parish can be accommodated within the capacities of local 

infrastructure or that upgraded provision meets modern needs and promotes greater self-reliance 

by:  

• Ensuring development is located where it can be accommodated safely and within the capacity of 

the local network, especially taking into account the needs of pedestrians and cyclists.  

• Protection from flooding.  

• Promoting walking and cycling.  

• Ensuring the provision of infrastructure needed to provide high-quality telecommunications.  

• Concentrating most development in locations where it can connect to the public sewer either 

directly or through any economically viable extension.  

• Development connecting to the public sewer to that which can be met within the capacity of the 

Ross Lower Cleeve Wastewater Treatment Works.  

• Any development using private means for treating wastewater must demonstrate that it will not 

contribute towards any significant adverse effect upon the River Wye SAC or cause pollution more 

generally, including in combination with existing developments.  

• Supporting low carbon and renewable energy initiatives serving individual and community needs 

where consistent with important environmental requirements, e.g. community energy groups. 

 

Q15 Do you wish to add to, or amend the objective? 
There were 12 comments, five of which mention the reliability of the electricity supply with 

indication that this has got worse over the last few years. There were three comments each about: 

• No access to mains gas 

• Improvements needed for footpaths at the side of roads (footways) and cycleways 

• Lack of public transport 

One comment specifically mentioned WIFI and mobile phone reception needing improving. 

Q15 Recommendations:  

Broad agreement with the objectives. Reliability of the electricity supply was noted as an issue for 

some and will be noted within the NDP. 

 

Q16 How important are the following elements of the Infrastructure Objective?  
There were 356 views shared for this objective with protection from flooding and concentrating 

most development in locations where it can connect to the public sewer were the two elements of 

the objective that resonated most with residents, as is supported by results and comments so far. 
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Q16 Recommendations:  

Broad agreement with the objectives, with particular support for protection from flooding and 

development locations connecting to public sewerage. 

 

Q17 Is there anything else you would like the Neighbourhood Development Plan to consider 

as part of this process? 
There were 33 comments, mostly reiterating messages that we have already heard such as: 

• impact of new development on sewerage system 

• impact of new development on traffic on roads (particularly Bulls Hill) 

• footpaths and cycleways need improving 

Although there were a couple of new issues such as general speed of traffic through the village and 

also the risk of water ‘run off’ from building on slopes, and the impact this may have on surrounding 

houses, mobile phone reception being inadequate but opposition for ‘ugly’ masts in an ANOB. 

Q17 recommendations: 

Agreement with issues raised so far, sewerage, traffic, footpaths and cycleways. 
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Climate change and renewable energy 
 

Q18. Are you in favour of the following developments to harness energy from natural sources 

in Walford Parish, if undertaken by you as an individual, community groups or commercial 

companies? 

 

Most favoured response from residents were in support of capturing natural heat in the ground or 

air and the power of the sun by themselves as an individual. 

There was more support than against for all aspects of developments to harness energy from the 

power of the sun, e.g. solar panels for all categories individuals, community groups and commercial 

organisations. 

For wind power generation there was more support than against for community groups to generate 

power this way, however there was higher opposition for individuals and commercial organisations. 

There was very little opposition for capturing natural heat in the ground or air across all 

opportunities. 

There were similar levels of support and opposition for burning wood pellets across individuals and 

community groups, but higher opposition for commercial organisations burning wood pellets for 

energy generation. 

There was support for capturing gas from our waste products as a community and also from 

commercial organisations. 

 

Q19. How important are the following aspects when trying to conserve energy and our 

environment in Walford Parish? 
There were 428 views given for this question, with all of the aspects being supported.  There was 

strong support for three of them, and two which had less support and more saying it was not 

important. 

Strong support was given for: 

• Preserve existing woodland i.e. have policies that prevent the removal of existing woodland 

and hedgerows 

• Encourage the planting of more woodland and orchards, possibly as an offset to 

development 

• Have a ‘dark skies’ policy to reduce energy consumption, limit light pollution and safeguard 

wildlife habitats 
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Q20 Is there anything else you feel should be considered as part of the Neighbourhood Development 

Plan process, or wider Parish Council initiatives, either to generate or conserve energy? 

There were 17 comments made.   

The most mentioned issue was about trees either planting more or simply not cutting down the ones 

we have.   

Following this was a priority need around mitigating floods and water run-off. 

Location of sites of development, with comments around use of infill, not using agricultural land, 

having good road access, and sensibility placed to help mitigate climate change such as located in 

areas where there will be less reliance on private cars. 

Preference for solar panels on roofs rather than in fields. 

Climate change and renewable energy recommendations: 

Look at creating a new section in the NDP to deal with these matters. 

Support individuals to harness energy through capturing natural heat from the ground or air and 

through the power of the sun (potentially only on roofs). 

Strong support was given to the following aspects: 

• Preserve existing woodland i.e. have policies that prevent the removal of existing 

woodland and hedgerows 

• Encourage the planting of more woodland and orchards, possibly as an offset to 

development 

• Have a ‘dark skies’ policy to reduce energy consumption, limit light pollution and 

safeguard wildlife habitats 

Action to mitigate flooding and water run off is important, as is siting of new development with 

the climate in mind. 
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Next Steps: 
1. Run specific polls to gather more information on: 

a. What do residents feel is small vs large development and what is favourable? 
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Appendix 1. Full list of comments and results. 

Q1. Do you wish to add to, or amend the proposed vision? 

 Location  
1 Bishopswood A block of 17 houses on one site on Bulls Hill is not small scale. 

2 Bishopswood Bulls Hill x17 houses - no way is road access suitable. 

3 
Bishopswood 

The 'aspects' of the vision in Q2 say nothing about locating the development close to 
public transport, ore within walking distance of local amenities. 

4 
Bishopswood 

That being the case, how does site 15 get OK? 17 houses 1 mile away from public 
transport and mains drainage and poor/impossible access. 

5 
Bishopswood 

A set of criteria should be set for all sites. Larger developments (over 5 units) should 
require mains drainage, good access to community facilities and transport. 

6 
Bishopswood 

Bulls hill already barely adequate for work/school traffic.  To add 17 properties at its 
top would be a very bad move. 

7 

Bishopswood 

An environmental disaster has already happened in the fields at the bottom of Bulls 
Hill.  The stream has been refigured into a swift folding drainage ditch. Alder trees 
have been uprooted so natural soil bonding has been lost.  Why has this been allowed 
Parish Council? 

8 
Bishopswood 

Communication - we found out by accident that a proposed site is next door from 
2017.  We had no idea. 

 

Q2. How important are the following aspects within the vision we have set for the Neighbourhood 

Plan? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box. 
Q2. How important are the following aspects within 
the vision we have set for the Neighbourhood Plan?  

 

Very 
Important Important 

Not 
important 

No 
opinion 

Any necessary development will have been undertaken in ways 
that conserve, restore or enhance the character and features of 
our landscape, our settlements, our wildlife and habitats and our 
cultural heritage, especially within the Wye Valley AONB. 78 1 0 0 

We will have maximised our contributions to mitigating climate 
change, reducing pollution, maximising sustainable food 
production, and safeguarding soils.   54 8 0 0 

Our community has been provided with the ability to 
accommodate all the amenities, services and facilities that it is 
able to support as it grows, and access provided for all via a range 
of means of transport to those services in the nearby town of 
Ross-on-Wye. 38 11 6 0 

Visitors and new residents will continue to be welcomed through 
improved facilities and a safe and secure environment.  17 28 9 1 

There is a range and mix of good quality homes for all residents 
and these have met the highest possible levels of energy 
efficiency. 33 13 3 0 

New development, in all its forms, will have been designed to a 
high standard that reflects the quality and character of the 
parish’s landscape, natural environment and cultural heritage. 56 5 1 0 

New development will have been accommodated within the 
capacity of local infrastructure with a high priority given to road 
safety, especially for pedestrians and cyclists.  47 16 0 1 

Local businesses will have been supported so that they can 
flourish and grow, including working from home, businesses 
providing for the community’s social needs, tourism and farming 
enterprises, and on sites identified for business use.  27 27 4 0 
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Q3 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Environmental objective? 

 Location  
1 Walford Soil protection and retention of hedges and trees is essential. 

2 Walford 
Grants for farmers should include land which can flood therefore alleviate houses being 
flooded. 

3 Walford Common sense should prevail. Do not build on flood plains. 

4 Walford Not on flood plains 

5 Walford Improve road safety. Keep development appropriate. 

6 Walford Access on sociable roads only and not on narrow, single track roads with limited passing. 

7 Walford Recognise the importance that some land should be preserved for flood mitigation. 

8 Walford No new development on flood plains. 

9 Walford Do nor build on flood plains. Ensure adequate drainage. 

10 Walford Plant 10,000 new trees. 

11 Bishopswood What are the boundaries of the settlements? Please provide a map! 

12 Bishopswood 
Environmentally the fields behind the village hall should be grassed according to a new 
government policy allowing flood water to soak in protecting properties. 

13 Bishopswood No focus on promoting walking, cycling and access to public transport 

14 Bishopswood 
More enforcement of HGVs weight limits through Walford. No HGV signs on Howle Hill/Bulls 
Hill road network. 

15 Bishopswood Stop HGVs crossing Kerne Bridge and going through our narrow country lanes. 

16 Bishopswood 

Protecting our ANOB status and Sites of Special Scientific interest should be paramount to any 
development activity. Environmental Objective should be our number 1 objective in terms of 
weighting decision. 

17 Bishopswood 
When building takes place where access to town is via congested roads it will add to the 
pollution levels and does not enhance access to school, health services etc. 

18 Bishopswood 
More houses means more sewerage waste. There are already big issues in Walford with this.  
In many properties mains sewerage is a must 

19 Bishopswood 
A public sewer for Walford village (church to Walford sawmills) is of paramount importance. 
Supportive Parish Council action required. 

20 Bishopswood Sewerage in Walford is a major problem due to the water table. 

21 Bishopswood 
New properties must be on mains drainage. Septic tank drainage problematical due to water 
table on a number of sites. 

22 Bishopswood ANOB is already abused by poly tunnels etc. Once its gone, its gone. 

 

Q5 How important are the following elements in the Environmental objective? 

Environmental Objective: To ensure that development 
contributes positively to Walford Parish’s environment 
through: Q5 How important are the following elements? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box 
Very 
Important Important 

Not 
Important No opinion 

Conserving, and where possible, enhancing its 
landscape character, views, features and tranquillity, 
especially within the Wye Valley AONB where its 
inherent qualities as a nationally important landscape 
should be retained, restored and not despoiled.  54 4 0 0 

Protecting its national and international important 
wildlife sites and increasing the quality and quantity of 
the natural environment through adding to the overall 43 8 0 0 
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extent of its wildlife features, especially those that will 
enhance its network of habitats and sites. 

Promoting measures that will reduce the contributors 
to climate change and also those that would mitigate 
the consequences of the growth which must be 
accommodated.  39 6 0 0 

Preserving the character, landscape and natural settings 
of the settlements of Walford, Howle Hill and 
Bishopswood, in particular by maintaining the 
landscape gap that separates Walford (Coughton) from 
Ross-on-Wye.  42 8 2 0 

Retaining the extent of its historic environment by 
protecting and enhancing the significance of important 
heritage assets, including those of local interest.  31 13 0 0 

Ensuring the location of development does not result in 
pollution that would adversely affect the health of 
residents or the natural environment, including in 
combination with other uses in the vicinity.   41 4 0 0 

Retaining high quality agricultural land. 30 19 2 0 

Protecting development from the effects of flooding, 
including from storm water. 43 4 0 0 

 

Q8 How important are the following elements of the Community Objective? 

Community Objective: To meet as many of the 
community’s needs for services and facilities as possible 
and promote a sense of community spirit by: 

Q8 How important are the following elements of the 
Community Objective? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box 
Very 
Important Important 

Not 
Important No Opinion 

Supporting measures aimed at retaining Walford and 
Bishopswood village halls, St Michael’s and All Saints 
Churches, the public house and Walford Primary School. 31 16 6 1 

Enabling the development of these facilities to enhance 
provision and their expansion as hubs for activities 
within the community. 22 11 7 1 

Supporting proposals for new facilities to meet the 
health and wellbeing needs of the Parish if and when 
any arise. 19 15 4 3 

Protecting sports and recreational activities for all ages, 
including public rights of way.  31 8 1 1 

Promoting informal recreation activities for the whole 
community based upon access to the countryside and 
promoting walking and cycling.  18 15 0 1 

Requiring housing developments to make provision for 
public open space and/or appropriate garden space to 
meet the recreational and leisure needs of residents.  16 10 4 3 

Promoting the improvement of public and/or 
community transport facilities and solutions that would 
increase access to facilities that cannot be provided 
within the Parish and enable more transport choice.  21 14 5 0 

Ensuring developments are designed to provide 
environments that feel safe and where community 
cohesion and spirit is actively encouraged.  17 10 1 0 

Ensuring the development needs of people with 
disabilities are met fully.        27 6 0 3 
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Q9 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Housing objective? 

1 Bishopswood 
No good promoting affordable housing and then approving sites with no public transport. 
Joined up thinking please. 

2 Bishopswood Access to bus routes for elderly and poorer families 

3 Bishopswood 
Determine what is tradition stone = rendered NOT red brick NOT all rendered. No 3 floored 
houses. 

4 Bishopswood 
Include possible development in other hamlets e.g. Hom Green. Less focus on 
Coughton/Walford 

5 Bishopswood 
The proposed special focus on Walford (Coughton) makes general sense in planning terms. Why 
not add to the edge of Ross? 

6 Bishopswood 
To keep our quiet village lives with regards to development in keeping with our current areas 
and not to turn our village into an estate. 

7 Bishopswood All developments should provide open spaces or money to buy or go towards open spaces. 

8 Bishopswood 
Don't define/name settlements but have small groups of 2 or 3 houses spread throughout the 
parish in sympathy with the ANOB. We're rural not urban. 

9 Walford 
Bulls Hill/Cheery Tree Lane - blind corners - steep, no footpaths, vehicles cannot pass side by 
side. 

10 Walford Bulls Hill/Cheery Tree Lane - Absolutely agree - not appropriate as a site. 

11 Walford 

Walford is a large parish but as a 'village' it is dead.  No garage, shop, pub, other facilities under 
used. Why?  Walford is a linear village based on the spring line at the base of the hills. So it has 
no nucleus.  The new houses give us an opportunity to create a living nucleus of the village and 
all the new houses should be on one or two sites as near to the village centre as possible i.e. in 
the area with church, hall and pub. Each site should have separate direct access to the main 
road and should not disturb the present road/lane structure.  If this happens people living and 
enjoying in Walford in - years’ time will remember us with gratitude!  Think positively and 
optimistically! (Name and address supplied - resident of 30 years) 

12 Walford 
Walford needs to build a community with the help of a general shop that people can walk to.  
Access/infrastructure is poor already and should be improved first (Howle Hill/Bulls Hill) 

13 Walford 

I would like to see development concentrated within the village centre so as to establish more 
of a community. We now do not have a pub or a shop so perhaps developers could 
contribute/build one or both or a combined facility.  Its important that facilities are within safe 
walking distance of residential development - lets encourage folk to walk/cycle and ditch the 
regular use of cars!  So small tasteful, environmentally friendly developments within a village 
core.! 

14 Walford 
It is good that Hom Green doesn't feature as a named area. Although it seems to have a 
disproportionate number of proposed dwellings and sites. 

15 Walford No development on flood plains. 

16 Walford Yes - as above (No development on flood plains) this is important. 

17 Walford I agree - No development on flood plains - must be avoided, would be lunacy. 
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Q10 How important are the following elements of the Housing Objective? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box 
Q10 How important are the following elements of the 
Housing Objective? 

 

Very 
Important Important Not Important No Opinion 

Locating most dwellings within or adjacent to 
the built-up areas of Walford, Bishopswood 
and Howle Hill, taking into account their 
character and any constraints.  51 10 5 0 

Ensuring mixtures of dwelling types and sizes 
to meet local needs, including starter homes 
for young people, family housing, homes for 
elderly people and self-build opportunities 36 10 5 0 

Requiring high quality site layouts, and 
landscaping that reflect local densities, 
character and distinctiveness; protect 
landscape character, especially within the 
Wye Valley AONB, and incorporate modern 
services and facilities 51 4 0 0 

The look and design of houses and related 
building standards 35 12 0 0 

Incorporating sustainable design features, in 
particular, achieving the highest level of 
carbon neutrality and water conservation.   45 9 0 0 

 

Q11 How important do you feel the use of the following criteria are when judging whether a site might 

be developed or for choosing between sites? 

Criterion 
Put a dot in the appropriate box 

Very 
important Important 

Not 
Important 

No 
opinion 

1. Sites should fit sensitively into the settlement concerned and 
wider landscape – this would include the landscape and setting 
surrounding our settlements, their form, and the wider landscape. 57 1 0 0 

2. Development should not adversely affect historic or wildlife sites - 
this may also include seeking benefits such as enhancing the settings 
of important buildings or adding to the network of wildlife sites 
within the Parish. 52 6 1 0 

3. Protecting greenfield sites where possible and agricultural land – 
brownfield sites, if there are any in appropriate locations should be 
preferred. 58 7 0 0 

4. Development should not result in or be affected by pollution – in 
terms of noise, light, smell or other effects upon local and residential 
amenity. 50 6 0 0 

5. Appropriate services should be available – such as sewerage, 
water supply, electricity and telecommunications.  55 5 1 0 

6. Sites should not flood, or increase run off to cause other 
properties to flood – this would include from storm water as well as 
from rivers and streams. 77 2 0 0 

7. Vehicular access and the capacity of the highway network should 
be adequate for the development and footpaths should be retained 65 8 0 0 
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– this might include achieving benefits such as the provision of 
additional footpaths/cycle paths or public rights of way. 

 

Q12 Are there other criteria we might use? 

1 Bishopswood 

Extra traffic on Bulls hill would be very dangerous - it is a steep narrow rural lane unsuitable for 
even medium scale development. Isolated '1 off' houses, not 17 houses or anything like this 
number!! site 15 is not suitable for 17 homes. 

2 Bishopswood Extra traffic on Bulls Hill is NOT practical 

3 Bishopswood Causing any more traffic on Bulls Hill would be a crazy idea 

4 Bishopswood 
Footpaths need not just be retained but new ones need to be designated for safe access to town 
and other amenities 

5 Bishopswood 
Significant extra development on Bulls Hill should be ruled over. The road is inadequate for 
modern traffic as it is - narrow blind corners, dangerous - don’t make it worse. 

6 Bishopswood 
Totally agree (Significant extra development on Bulls Hill should be ruled over. The road is 
inadequate for modern traffic as it is - narrow blind corners, dangerous - don’t make it worse.) 

7 Bishopswood Design of dwellings should be appropriate esp. as regards to the ANOB 

8 Bishopswood 
Please take narrow roads and steep hills into consideration i.e. access to these proposed 
properties e.g. Bulls Hill. Very dangerous with more cars. 

9 Bishopswood Road on Bulls Hill will need widening and improving 

10 Bishopswood Agree (Road on Bulls Hill will need widening and improving) 

11 Bishopswood Any development in food areas must face the most vigorous testing 

12 Bishopswood Bulls hill is sometimes cut off in winter due to snow and has regular electricity power cuts 

13 Bishopswood 

The wood behind the village hall is Ancient and has a natural spring which is very fast flowing this 
Feb 2020.  This causes the church behind the village hall and properties to fill up and flood fields 
and roads etc (Again). 

14 Bishopswood 
Good vehicular access such that minor roads are not overloaded with additional and existing 
traffic. Especially relevant given the increased volume of delivery vehicles. 

15 Bishopswood 

How did site 15 get the ok? No mains drainage. Narrow lane that is cut off in bad weather. On 
Skyline of ANOB, outside settlement, poor electricity supply, high water table. Bats, deer etc use 
habitat. 

16 Bishopswood 

Flooding - land behind the village hall and houses adjacent should be either grassed off or trees 
planted as similar to green Colley Grove so as to prevent flooding as has happened in the past 20 
years of living there - photos and videos available.  Film and photo footage can be obtained for 
flooding behind the village hall and houses. Sandbags needed for over 20 years. Flooding and 
previous problems of flooding behind the village hall. Years of worry for the residents. 

17 Bishopswood 

A previous planning meeting at Walford School the then planning officer stated quite clearly no 
houses should ever be built on the area behind Walford village hall due to the environmental 
impact this would have on the properties below. 

18 Bishopswood 
Sites should have good vehicular access and be connected to public sewers. Areas of ANOB 
should be protected. 

19 Bishopswood 
Sites 3,4,11,& 14 make most sense in planning terms.  Howle Hill sites 15,1,13 & 11 look highly 
inappropriate on multiple grounds. 

20 Bishopswood 
When permission is given it shouldn’t be for all properties to be almost identical. New 
development needs to work with the vernacular. 

21 Bishopswood 

Please give serious consideration to using Walford Village Hall site as a development 
opportunity. The location is ideal for new homes with excellent facilities at Bishopswood - do we 
need a second village hall? 

 

 

Q13 Do you wish to add to, or amend the Business objective? 

 Location  
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1 Bishopswood Why not convert unused rural buildings into housing instead of building on the countryside 

2 Bishopswood These seem broadly sensible 

3 Bishopswood Note: Polytunnels do that the character of the ANOB 

 

Q15 Do you wish to add to, or amend the objective? 

 Location  

1 Walford 
Construct new cycle ways and footpaths - roads are very dangerous. 30pmh speed limit at 
Coughton end of village by school 

2 Walford 
Agree (Construct new cycle ways and footpaths - roads are very dangerous. 30pmh speed limit at 
Coughton end of village by school) 

3 Walford 
New dwellings for places that do not have safe footways to town and amenities should be 
considered appropriate. 

4 Walford 
There needs to be natural gas supplies to more homes. Electricity supply. needs to be made more 
reliable 

5 Walford 
Agreed as above (There needs to be natural gas supplies to more homes. Electricity supply. needs 
to be made more reliable) 

6 Walford Agree re electricity - frequently have power cuts 

7 Walford 

There is virtually NO public transport in the area which means majority of people will use cars. 
Where do all these people work? Nearest train is Lydney, Hereford or Gloucester and no reliable 
direct bus to the stations. More houses and new builds are NOT promoting carbon neutrality. New 
homes need to be made from existing buildings and refurbishing buildings in town centres where 
shops once were. 

8 Walford No infrastructure at all, no transport, lots of elderly people in this area, taxis are expensive. 

9 Walford There is little infrastructure in the area 

10 Walford Concerted effort to improve WIFI and mobile phone reception in the whole area/ 

11 Walford 

There are regular electricity power cuts on Bulls Hill and this would need improving should any 
new houses be built.  There is no gas supply which means most people burn wood/coal so this 
should also be considered when thinking about new constructions. 

12 Walford Power cuts have increased in recent years - this needs to be addressed. 

 

Q16 How important are the following elements of the Infrastructure Objective? 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box  

 

Very 
Important Important 

Not 
Important No Opinion 

Ensuring development is located where it can be 
accommodated safely and within the capacity of the 
local network, especially taking into account the 
needs of pedestrians and cyclists. 40 9 0 0 

Protection from flooding. 61 2 0 0 

Promoting walking and cycling. 33 15 0 0 

Enabling the provision of any new infrastructure 
needed to support superfast broadband and high-
quality telecommunications.  31 6 1 0 

Concentrating most development in locations where it 
can connect to the public sewer either directly or 
through its any economically viable extension. Any 
development not connected to the public sewer must 
demonstrate that it will not contribute towards any 
significant adverse effect upon the River Wye SAC.  58 9 1 0 

Restricting development connecting to the public 
sewer to that which can be met within the capacity of 
the Ross Lower Cleeve Wastewater Treatment Works.   32 5 2 2 
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Ensuring that development takes account of the 
capacity and reliability of the local electricity supply 
network 37 10 1 1 

 

Q17 Is there anything else you would like the Neighbourhood Development Plan to consider as part of 

this process? 

1 Walford Most of the village not connected to local sewers so difficult to impose. 

2 Walford Reduction of traffic speed through Walford 

3 Walford Very important as housing increases, sewerage system needs to improve to take it 

4 Walford 
Bulls hill - totally unsuitable for further traffic from new build. Do not allow. Road is already too 
dangerous and narrow. 

5 Walford 
Agree (Bulls hill - totally unsuitable for further traffic from new build. Do not allow. Road is 
already too dangerous and narrow.) 

6 Walford 
Agree (Bulls hill - totally unsuitable for further traffic from new build. Do not allow. Road is 
already too dangerous and narrow.) 

7 Walford Police speed limit through the village 

8 Walford Introduce speed restriction on Bulls Hill 

9 Walford Agree (Introduce speed restriction on Bulls Hill) 

10 Walford Agree (Introduce speed restriction on Bulls Hill) 

11 Walford 
Preventing development on 'slopes' where if not connected to mains drainage 'run off' could 
affect existing residents. 

12 Walford 
Agree (Preventing development on 'slopes' where if not connected to mains drainage 'run off' 
could affect existing residents.) 

13 Walford 
Agree (Preventing development on 'slopes' where if not connected to mains drainage 'run off' 
could affect existing residents.) 

14 Walford 
Agree (Preventing development on 'slopes' where if not connected to mains drainage 'run off' 
could affect existing residents.) 

15 Walford 
Agree (Preventing development on 'slopes' where if not connected to mains drainage 'run off' 
could affect existing residents.) 

16 Walford 
Protection from flooding must take into account farm land run off and land management 
practices. 

17 Walford 

Any increase in population, businesses etc will inevitably put more traffic on the Ross road 
(B4234). The traffic on this road, (traffic density, speed, HGVs etc) is a real blight on the Walford 
community. It is unrealistic to expect any decrease in the traffic, so it is essential to 1. Cut down 
the speed of the traffic, 2. provide a far better alternative to the grossly inadequate footways for 
pedestrians, 3. Make a separate provision for cyclists from Kern Bridge to Ross. 

18 Walford 
Developing a cycle walking pathway along the old railway line between Ross, outskirts and kerne 
bridge to encourage tourism in the area. 

19 Walford 
Developing a cycle walking pathway along the old railway line between Ross, outskirts and kerne 
bridge to encourage tourism in the area. 

20 Walford 
Developing a cycle walking pathway along the old railway line between Ross, outskirts and kerne 
bridge to encourage tourism in the area. 

21 Walford Making the Wye Valley footpath safe e.g. not on mains road near Kerne bridge section. 

22 Walford 
Horse riding seems to have been left out altogether. Bridleways are generally in a shocking and 
unsafe condition, and used by people other than riders, needs to be safe for all. 

23 Bishopswood Issues in Walford with Sewerage, more houses wil make the issue worse. 

24 Bishopswood Protection from flooding, providing mains sewerage but not at the cost of exsting dwellings 

25 Bishopswood 100% coverage by mobile phone 

26 Bishopswood 
It is essential to ensure all new developments of more than 2-3 homes are able to connect to the 
public sewer 

27 Bishopswood Sewerage flow is most important 

28 Bishopswood 
Extend foul sewerage systems to cover all areas identified for development. Provide foul sewer 
to all existing buildings. 
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29 Bishopswood 
Footpaths full of water - not safe.  Brook/spring in the wood behind the village hall causing 
flooding in the fields below. 

30 Bishopswood 
Mobile phone masts need to be built much more sensitively to the site. We are in a ANOB and do 
not expect to see monstrosities standing out in beautiful view. 

31 Bishopswood These seem broadly sensible: better cycle access to Ross 

32 Bishopswood 
Footpaths between Mill Race and church is inadequate and dangerous. Roads are full of potholes 
and surface stripping and not suitable for all the container lorries going along them. 

33 Bishopswood Comment about specific business – detail provided to NDP Steering Group. 

 

 

Q18. Are you in favour of the following developments to harness energy from natural sources in 

Walford Parish, if undertaken by you as an individual, community groups or commercial companies? 

 

Myself as an 
individual 

Community 
Groups 

Commercial 
Organisations 

No 
Opinion 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box Yes No Yes No Yes No  

The power of the sun e.g. solar panels or 
photo voltaic panel array 42 4 24 2 12 6 0 

Wind power e.g. wind turbines 16 23 18 14 8 15 0 

Capturing natural heat in the ground or air 
e.g. Ground/Air Source Heat Pumps  53 0 25 0 17 3 0 

Burning wood pellets  17 12 12 8 7 12 1 

Gas captured from our waste products e.g. 
anaerobic digesters N/A N/A 22 2 17 5 0 

 

Q19. How important are the following aspects when trying to conserve energy and our environment in 

Walford Parish? 

 

Very 
Important Important 

Not 
Important 

No 
Opinion 

Please put a dot in the appropriate box     
Have a policy that gives priority to construction of  homes that 
exceed government energy efficient standards, even if this 
makes them more expensive to build 41 6 4 0 

Have a local policy that all new build dwellings should use 
renewable energy systems such as low carbon heating and PV 
arrays 45 7 3 0 

Preserve existing woodland i.e. have policies that prevent the 
removal of existing woodland and hedgerows 70 3 0 0 

Encourage the planting of more woodland and orchards, 
possibly as an offset to development 60 2 2 1 

Encourage more natural pond environments and settlement 
ponds to mitigate flood risk 50 7 0 1 

Have a ‘dark skies’ policy to reduce energy consumption, limit 
light pollution and safeguard wildlife habitats 59 10 0 0 

Build wildlife/habitat communicating corridors 49 7 1 0 

 

Q20 Is there any thing else you feel should be considered as part of the Neighbourhood Development 

Plan process, or wider Parish Council initiatives, either to generate or conserve energy? 

 Location  
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1 Walford 
Preservation of woodland - the removal of trees denudes the hills and cause water fall off. 
This has happened so cutting down further trees should be avoided. 

2 Walford 
Agreed - as above (Preservation of woodland - the removal of trees denudes the hills and 
cause water fall off. This has happened so cutting down further trees should be avoided.) 

3 Walford 

Agree except there should be vigilance about any unsafe trees. (Preservation of woodland - 
the removal of trees denudes the hills and cause water fall off. This has happened so cutting 
down further trees should be avoided.) 

4 Walford Plant more trees  

5 Walford New developments in open countryside should be avoided. Prioritise infil developments. 

6 Walford Do not build in open countryside. Stick to main road access sites. 

7 Walford Plant 10000 trees 

8 Walford Build all new houses to be self-sufficient not cheaply built. 

9 Bishopswood Solar panels on roof only not on fields 

10 Bishopswood I agree with this (Solar panels on roof only not on fields) 

11 Bishopswood 
Please make sure that internal points to external assessment is robust. 2017 results have a 
total lack of joined up thinking. 

12 Bishopswood 
Traffic calming to discourage through traffic. Improve carriageway for cyclists. Flooding from 
run off to be mitigated. 

13 Bishopswood The wood behind the village hall has been absolutely cut bare. Should be preserved. 

14 Bishopswood Seasonal sacrificial flood ponds along brooks are a positive idea. 

15 Bishopswood 
Have someone from Hereford planning involved. No good doing all this work if they will 
overrule you due to their own policies. 

16 Bishopswood 
No panels in fields. Agricultural land should be used for food. UK imports too much food. 
Don't forget WWII shortages!! 

17 Bishopswood 

You underplay the contribution to climate change mitigation i.e. locating housing in sites 
that reduce the reliance on private cars, and favour walking, cycling and health benefits to 
this too. 

 


